SAFETY SOLUTIONS IN ACTION

Earth Networks Lightning Detection Could Have
Prevented Lightning Fatality
32 MINUTES OF CRITICAL LEAD TIME
Safeguard Your Campus With Our Advanced Lightning and Severe Weather Solutions
Man killed by lightning strike on the campus of Demarest High School
Northern Valley Regional High School - Demarest, NJ | Friday, September 7th, 2012
32 minutes prior to fatal strike

3:50 PM EDT – In-cloud lightning pulses (magenta)
detected within 15 miles of school.

18 minutes prior to fatal strike

4:04 – 4:08 PM EDT – In-cloud pulses and cloud-to-ground
strikes detected within an extremely dangerous range of
school.

CLOUD-TO-GROUND LIGHTNING STRIKES PERSON

Police say the storm swept in without much warning, and
the lightning started while the skies were still sunny.
“We saw multiple lightning strikes in the area,” said
Demarest police chief James Powderley.

Source: nbcnewyork.com

4:08 – 4:36 PM EDT – In-cloud and cloud-to-ground strikes
on or near campus. Strike that resulted in fatality occurred
at 4:22 PM. NWS issued a Severe Thunderstorm Warning
at 4:35 PM.
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SAFETY SOLUTIONS IN ACTION

Earth Networks offered clients in the area 32 minutes of advanced warning.
The National Weather Service issued a severe thunderstorm warning
13 minutes after the fatal strike

Earth Networks Total Lightning Networks equips facilities, campuses, coaches, and officials with a turnkey solution that
constantly monitors dangerous weather conditions and issues customized alerts in real time.
Lightning is a threat from over 10 miles away. That means people outdoors could be enjoying sunny skies yet be in danger. There’s
no way to know unless you have a lightning detection system. The best lightning detection systems monitor total lightning. Total
lightning is the combination of dangerous cloud-to-ground lightning strikes and in-cloud lightning strikes and makes up about 80% of
all lightning strikes. While in-cloud lightning strikes, which jump from cloud-to-cloud, aren’t immediately dangerous to those on the
ground, they are often a precursor to other forms of severe weather (like cloud-to-ground strikes or hail).

Earth Networks detected 175,246 total lightning strikes in New Jersey in 2017

There are two main ways to receive these life-saving
alerts at your facilities. First, you can install an Earth
Networks Outdoor Alerting System (OAS) at your
location. These state-of-the-art systems are hooked up
to our total lightning network and provide both auditory
and visual alerts when lightning is detected within the
area. The OAS issues clear, unmistakable alerts that
prompt people to seek shelter immediately.
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Other facilities find it best to combine an OAS with
mobile alerts. Sferic Maps and Mobile – our industryleading weather visualization software – allows users to
monitor over 40 layers of real-time, hyperlocal weather
data. This data includes total lightning strikes, cell tracks,
and our advanced Dangerous Thunderstorm Alerts. Push
alerts on one or more mobile devices ensures facilities
managers and other important personnel stay informed
of severe weather and can move people to safety before
disaster strikes.

